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This company presentation (the “Presentation”) has been prepared by Northern Ocean Ltd. (the “Company” or “Northern Ocean” or “NOL” and taken together with its consolidated subsidiaries the “Group”) solely 
for information purposes. In this Presentation, references to “Northern”, “Northern Ocean”, the “Company”, “we”, “our”, “us”, or similar terms refer to Northern Ocean Ltd. except where context otherwise requires. 

No representation or warranty, express or implied, as to the accuracy or completeness of any information included herein is given by the Company, and nothing contained in this Presentation is or can be relied 
upon as a promise or representation by the Company, who disclaim all and any liability. 

The information is only preliminary and indicative and does not purport to contain the information that would be required to evaluate the Company, its financial position and/or any funding decision. Any 
decision to fund must be made with careful consideration and not in reliance solely on the introductory information provided herein. The information contained in this document does not purport to be 
complete. The contents of this Presentation are not to be construed as financial, legal, business, investment, tax or other professional advice. Each recipient should consult with its own professional advisors 
for any such matter and advice.

Information provided on the market environment, market developments, market trends and on the competitive situation is based on data, statistical information and reports by third parties and/or prepared by 
the Company based on its own information and information derived from such third-party sources. Third party industry publications, studies and surveys generally state that the data contained therein have 
been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but that there is no guarantee of the accuracy or completeness of such data. While the Company believes that a reputable source has prepared each of these
publications, studies and surveys, the Company has not independently verified the data contained therein.

This Presentation is current as of 11 January 2024. Neither the delivery of this Presentation nor any further discussions of the Company with any of the recipients shall, under any circumstances, create any 
implication that there has been no change in the affairs of the Company since such date. This Presentation contains several forward-looking statements relating to the business, future financial performance 
and results of the Company and/or the industry in which it operates. In particular, this Presentation contains forward-looking statements such as with respect to the Company’s potential future revenues and 
cash flows, the potential future demand and market for the Company’s services, the Company’s equity and debt financing requirements and its ability to obtain financing in a timely manner and at favourable 
terms. Forward-looking statements concern future circumstances and results and other statements that are not historical facts, sometimes identified by the words “believes”, “expects”, “predicts”, “intends”, 
“projects”, “plans”, “estimates”, “aims”, “foresees”, “anticipates”, “targets”, and similar expressions. The forward-looking statements contained in this Presentation, including assumptions, opinions and views of 
the Company or cited from third party sources, are solely opinions and forecasts which are subject to risks, uncertainties and other factors that may cause actual events to differ materially from any anticipated 
development. 

The Company's business requires substantial working capital to operate successfully and substantial capital expenditures required for special periodic surveys on the rigs. The Company remains dependent on
additional funding or other arrangements to meet its cash flow requirements over the next twelve months, and will consider such arrangements in light of market opportunities. There can be no assurance that
such additional funding or arrangements are available at favorable terms, or at all.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION
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At a glance

Strategically positioned in the Orange Basin, Namibia

Historical financials

3
Notes: 1) Average calculations, excluding quarters without technical utilization; 2) Run-rate due to limited 
historical figures to calculate LTM; 3) A company indirectly controlled by trusts established by John 
Fredriksen for the benefit of his family
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THE WORLD'S MOST 
SOPHISTICATED HARSH 

ENVIRONMENT OFFSHORE FLEET

USD 157m
3QTD 2023 revenue

Continued growth
in EBITDA expected

USD 176m
contract backlog

4.8 years
average fleet age

Supportive Sponsors3

strong shareholder base
2x

harsh-environment rigs
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The most capable top-tier harsh environment semi-submersibles

4
Notes: 1) Ranking included approximately 59 rigs ; 2) Total rig score determined based on technical specification criteria, including crane count, drilling depth, dual activities, dual BOP, hookload, MPD, mud pumps, operational environment, 
station keeping, VDL and water depth
Source: Bloomberg, IHS Petrodata, Rystad EnergyDe

Rig specifications Northern Ocean’s relative positionRystad Energy harsh environment ranking2 

Bollsta and Mira have dual BOP’s 
and proved ability to jump well 
locations efficiently at ultra deep 
depths

    
   

Licensed to drill on the Norwegian 
Continental Shelf, which has the 
toughest requirements and harshest 
wave and weather environments

   
   

Ultra deepwater capabilities to drill 
in water depths up to and slightly 
beyond 10,000 ft

   
   

High replacement cost making 
newbuilding unlikely…. NOL rigs 
expected to remain top-ranked 
assets for many years



Equity upside built on existing investments 

Historical build cost modern UDW rigs1,2 Equity upside to historical values3
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Notes: 1) Cost for Mira and Bollsta adjusted to USD 675m and USD 900m by company, cost for other rigs as per source; 6th and 7th generation rigs; UDW = water depth capabilities ≥ 7,000 feet; Harsh environment rigs are as defined by IHS 
Petrodata; Before cost overruns, WC and additional spares/costs; 2) Harsh environment (HE) and Benign environment (BE); 3) 

Source: IHS Petrodata, DNB Markets, Fearnleys Securities

3Q 2023 reported figures, net debt adjusted for net working capital incl. deferred revenues & -cost; 4) Odfjell Drilling 
acquired West Rigel (Deepsea Nordkapp) for USD 500m in 2017, additional USD 100m in ready-to-drill costs assumed
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-59%

The supply of semi-submersible rigs has been 
decreasing since 2014 and the supply side is expected 
to remain tight with no new builds
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Rebounding oil and gas market driving dayrates and utilisation

6Source: Bloomberg, IHS Petrodata, Rystad Energy

Years of underinvestment have driven oil prices up 
which is expected to trigger further demand for 
offshore drilling services

E&P spending continues to rise… … further improving fundamentals… but rig supply is almost out…

Favourable market conditions and drillship supply 
tightening have caused dayrates to increase and 
significant further dayrate growth is expected

Global semi-submersible dayrate and utilisationGlobal semi-submersible supply developmentGlobal offshore E&P spending
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Note: 1) Delivered fleet of floaters (excluding rigs under construction); 2) Ultra harsh defined as NOR SUT/ AOC; 3) Harsh environment is other harsh regions not requiring NOR SUT / AOC or otherwise typically use an ultra harsh environment rig.
Source: IHS Petrodata; The Company

Ultra harsh environment(2) Harsh environment(3) Benign environment

Global offshore drilling regions / basins

Benign Environment
The rigs are only classified to 
work in benign regions

Fleet break-down(1)

Ultra Harsh Environment(2)

These rigs, such as Deepsea 
Bollsta and Deepsea Mira, are 
capable to work in all regions

Harsh Environment(3)

The rigs are classified to 
work in most regions

North Sea

North Atlantic

West of 
Shetland

South Africa Southern 
Australia

Sea of 
Okhotsk

Barents Sea

South Atlantic

Kara Sea

Alaska

Namibia

Northern Ocean can work anywhere and capitalize on regional demands
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Note: 1) Mediterranean ; 2) Ultra harsh defined as NOR SUT/ AOC; 3) Harsh environment is other harsh regions not requiring NOR SUT / AOC or otherwise typically use an ultra harsh environment rig.
Source: IHS Petrodata; Fearnleys Offshore; The Company

Top tier rigs and others relocating

Left Norway….

Deepsea Bollsta
Deepsea Mira
Transocean Barents(1)

Transocean Endurance
Transocean Equinox
Hercules

Competition with Drillships

8 drillships have left West Africa for work in Brasil
– Recent fixtures between $450,000 to $500,000 per day

10 drillships (6 & 7 Generation) remain cold stacked today
– Average time stacked ~6 years
– Average age ~12 years

….Arrived in

Namibia
Namibia
UK / Med / Romania
Australia
Australia
Canada / Namibia

Ultra harsh environment(2) Benign environment

Global offshore drilling regions / basins

Harsh environment(3)

The “great migration” of this cycle



Namibia emerges as a significant Harsh Environment potential market

Ocean currents and rig capabilities in the south of Africa Recent activity
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Angola 
current

Benguela 
current

Retro flection

Aguinhas 
current

Antarctic 
circumpolar current

 TotalEnergies, Shell and Chevron focus on the 
Orange basin 

 Exxon is in the north, Walvis Basin

Majors are 
ramping up 
exploration

 Discoveries in Venus field at least 3b-12bboe

 Discoveries in Graff field totalling up to 11bboe

In comparison Johan Sverdrup comprise ~2.7bboe 
and Guyana discoveries ~10bboe

Several 
discoveries have 

been made 
with huge 
potential 

 Strong currents vary year-round

 Wave swell heights up to 9 meters last winter

 Water depths up 3,150 meters require greater hook 
load and drawworks

Well suited for 
Mira & Bollsta



Semi-submersibles outperform drillships in harsh environment
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Key advantages over drillshipsThe preferred drilling asset for harsh environment drilling operations

 Stability: A semi-submersible drilling rig offer 
better stability in harsh weather conditions. 
Partially submerged hulls create a lower center of 
gravity resulting in less motion in waves and rough 
sea compared to drillships

 Station-keeping: Due to enhanced stability, semi-
submersible drilling rigs have superior qualities to 
maintain a stable position over a well, thanks to 
their dynamic positioning systems and thrusters

 Mooring: Lower fuel consumption and regarded as 
advantageous over dynamic positioning for 
development drilling

 Deck geometry: The design of the semi-
submersible allows for larger deck space around 
the moonpool and drilling string

 Drilling depth: Better performing assets in 
complex harsh environment deep water drilling 
operations
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Proving capabilities of our Rigs
 Drilling at ultra deepwater depths

Mira ~3,000 meters
Bollsta ~2,600 meters

 Completed complex in-field transit 
between well locations

 Stayed on location and connected in 
extreme swell conditions



Industry leading semi-submersible operator in Odfjell Drilling

 Proven track record and drilling expertise

 Long-standing relationships with the most reputable 
names in the industry

111) Odfjell Drilling is providing marketing and management services to the owners of these rigs

Fleet of 8 units

   
   

~1,400 employees

Trusted brand with a solid reputation

 Public company listed on the Oslo Stock Exchange since 
September 2013

 Proven capabilities to deliver ahead of schedule and without 
operational incidents in the harshest conditions 

 Large organisation with a long-standing policy to 
maintain key industry knowledge in-house

 Owns 4 and manages 4 other1 efficient, high 
specification, harsh environment units with deepwater 
or ultra deepwater capabilities

✓

✓

✓

50

✓

✓

✓

years of experience



487 487 487 487

184 239
472

651

Net debt Equity

Equity upside at 5x EV/EBITDA (1)
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Note: (1) Current contracts, excluding bonus, $170k/day opex, G&A $6m per annum; (2) Bank debt of USD 390m at cost of 8.9% (SOFR of 5.4% + 3.5% margin), Sterna facility of USD ~98m at 6.75% fixed and bridge facility of USD 50m 
assumed at equity-like returns; (3) 5% tax of revenues; (4) USD 23m in capex, including running maintenance and annualization of SPS cost; (5) 10 year profile on all debt assumed; (6) 3Q 2023 reported figures, net debt adjusted for net 
working capital incl. deferred revenues & -cost
Source: The Company; Fearnley Securities
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~$385k p.d.
Effective avg. rate on 

current contracts

$450k p.d.
Current 

leading edge

Northern Ocean, 
today

$500k p.d.
Potential

Significant upside potential as contracts reprice with current dayrates
Recent fixtures support

 New contracts in Latin America (non-Brasil) $470,000’s

 New contracts in Brasil $450,000 to $500,000

 Extensions in Brasil, Nigeria and Angola in $400,000’s

 Extensions in US Gulf of Mexico $470,000’s 

Several other tenders outstanding for 7th Generation drillships, 
6th Generation drillships and benign semisubmerisbles, which 

will further tighten supply
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